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#
                      Fantasy Flight    (Mike Pinder)

    E                            A   E                         F#m
     It s time to turn off the light, you re half asleep and I keep on yawning

    E                         A   E                           B
     It s time to cuddle up tight, we ll see the dawn if we stay here talking

    E                              A  E                            F#m
     Let s dream the rest of the night as dreamers do when they re contemplating

    E                       A    E                           B
     We ll take a fantasy flight, the fare is free and the ship is waiting

   Am                G                  F               Em
     All aboard the silver chord, the tour s about to start

   Am                G                 F                Em   C   Em  /  C  /
     See the famous asteroids, and a thousand million stars     [            ]x3

  Dm7                            C
     See the planets as they fly, never falling from their path

   Bm                                      F#m            B
     Through our solar system sky, rock of ages is their map

             F#m            B
     Rock of ages is their map

    E              A   E                         F#m
     Universal delight, the air is clear and the view breath-taking

    E                        A   E                         B
     It s such a wonderful sight, the solar flare and the moonbeam mating

    E                              A  E                            F#m
     Let s dream the rest of the night as dreamers do when they re contemplating

    E                       A    E                           B
     We ll take a fantasy flight, the fare is free and the ship is waiting

   Am                G                  F               Em



     All aboard the silver chord, the tour s about to start

   Am                G                 F                Em   C   Em  /  C  /
     See the famous asteroids, and a thousand million stars     [            ]x3

  Dm7                            C
     See the planets as they fly, never falling from their path

   Bm                                      F#m            B
     Through our solar system sky, rock of ages is their map

             F#m            B
     Rock of ages is their map

    E                            A   E                         F#m
     It s time to turn off the light, you re half asleep and I keep on yawning

    E                         A   E                           B
     It s time to cuddle up tight, we ll see the dawn if we stay here talking

    E                              A  E                            F#m
     Let s dream the rest of the night as dreamers do when they re contemplating

    E                       A    E                           B
     We ll take a fantasy flight, the fare is free and the ship is waiting

   Am                G                  F               Em
     All aboard the silver chord, the tour s about to start

   Am                G                 F                Em   C   Em  /  C  /
     See the famous asteroids, and a thousand million stars     [            ]x3

  Dm7                            C
     See the planets as they fly, never falling from their path

   Bm                                      F#m            B
     Through our solar system sky, rock of ages is their map

             F#m            B
     Rock of ages is their map
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